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reverse discrimination understandable. Four basic types of reasons,
for the intensity of concern over equal employment opportunities and
affirmative action exist, those related to: distributive justice,
impact on employee income, governmental,and business power and
legitimacy, and social perceptions of labor-force processes. Many

\ social scientists at universities also believe that affirmative
\ action is having an impact and that reverse discrimination is common.
' Their personal experiences seem to contradict results of systematic
studies of equal employment.opportunities and affirmative action, and
their social positions in universities are likely to affect their
perceptions. Gaps in knowledge about equal employment opportunities
and affirmative action have implications for research in social
stratification, other areas of sociology, and public policy. (YLB)
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Equal Employment Opportun

What We Believe, What We know, What R
-

Abstract

rch Can'Show

,

The passage and implementation of equal employment opportunity legisla-

tion has led to conside-rable tension in American society. Many white men

(and some of their wives) feel threatened by what they see as changes in

hiring and promotion policies which diticriminate against them, while manya

women and me0e4 of minority groups are dissatisfied because they believe
(

progress toward,equal treatment is Slow and in3ustice remainseirervasive.
,

A somewhat parallel conflict exists within the social sciences. Many Social

_
scientists claim that affirmative action programs have gone too far, leading

to widespread unfairness in the name of equality, while others prgsent evidence

.that federal enforcement of EEO programs has been erratic and its impact

minimal. This paper considers why conclusions about affirmative action diverge

so widely, both among the public and among social scientists; it considers

why the findings of aggregate level studies contradict ale personal experience

of many social scientists; and it assesses the implications of this contradic-
4

. 'tion of future research on affirmative action and for public policy.
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Equal Employment Opportunity:

What We Believe, What we Know, What Research Can Show

Affirmative action is causing widespread outrage. Theodore White

represented the views of many people when he recently wrote in the New York
Times Magazine; "What began as a quest to enlarge freedom and equality
would ultimately require enlargement of Federal controls on a scale never
envisioned by those who dreamed the dreams of the early 60's.... a monster...

hangs over all American politics today: the division of Americans by race

and national origin into groups entitled to special privileges. Beginning

in 1964, the purpose of the Civil RighteAct has been twisted year by year,
through executive order, judicial fiat, and bureaucratic appetite, into
reverse discrimination never envisioned, and specifically forbidden, by the
act itself" (1982, pp. 32, 72). The Wall Street Journal had editorialized
that affirmative action "has...made significant numbers of Americans
tpoplectic. Some people are mad at affirmative action because they do not
like blacks or Hispanics or women. Many more are offended by the assault
on some very basic notions of individual worth, guilt, and merit in this .0
society ("Looking Backward" 1980, p. 34). Senator Orrin Hatch has called
affirmdtive action "an assault upon America" and proposed passage of a
constitutional amendment prohibiting the.state Snd federal governments
from making distinctions on the basis of race, color, or national origin°
(Sawyer 1981a, p. A2).

In the face of accusations that they have been granted special privi-
leges, women and members of minority groups claim that discrimination, not
".reyerse discrimination," rgmains widespread. White men continue to enjoy
substantial advantages in income and ocCupation as compared to other groups.
Almost 20 years after the passage of the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, women who work full time year round still make
just 60 percent of what male full time workers m4e, while the average black
man earns less than two-thirds of what whitemLn earn.' Almost half of
all women attribute at least part of the male/female difference to dis-
crimination, while probably at least half of adult blacks feel the same
Way about the black/white difference.2

This paper examines the disagreement between those who believe that
government atempts to end discrimination in employment have gone too far,
leading to reverse discrimination and excessive government power, tnd those
who believe that the government may not have gone far enough. This is not
just an academic controversy. Congress is considering changing the federal
laws against discrimination, and, according to the New York Times, the
Reagan administration has begtin "dismantling much of the Government's
machinery for enforcing the rights of women and members of minorities"
(Herbers 1982, p. 1). Thus, the current debate may affect government
policy and the careers of millions of people for years to come.

The paper begins by considering a critical issue in the controversy
over equal employment opportunity (EEO) and affirmative action: the pre-

valence of,discrimination against women and members of minority groups
(hereafter simply called "discrimination") and of reverse'discrimination.
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It then examines how the rather ambiguous "facts" about discrimination in-
teract with other concerns, including distributive justice, income, power,
and perceptions.of labor force processes, to affect the debate about EEO

. e
and affirmative action.

The passions generated'by the debate over affitmative action have
affected the academic world as well as the general public; some of the
most impassioned partisans in the debate are social scientists. The paper
presents a puzzle, in which the results of the =1st systematic studies of
EEO and affirmative action seem to contradict the personal experience of
many social scientists, and considers how the social position of those in
universities is likely to affect their perceptions of EEO and affirmative
.action.

Finally, the paper considers the implications of the analysis for future
research and public policy. It turns gut that any attempt to base a dis-
cussion of merit and discrimination in the labor market on the presedt level
of social scientific knowledgeyould be resting on a very insubseantial base
indeed, but there are'somb practical steps which can be taken to simultaneously
make contributions to social science and contribute to debates over public
policy.

'DISCRIMINATION AND REVERSE DISCRIMINATION: WHAT ARE THE FACTS?

'Before the passage of civil rights legislation in the 1960s, it was
easy to doc6ment widespread employment discrimination against blacks, women,

.Jews, and members of other groups. Want ads and job descriptions sent to
employment agencies routinely called for the exclusion of members of various
groups from employment, regardless of merit, and major employers were perfect-
ly willing to state publicly that they simply. did not hire blacks for any but
the-moa menial positions; labor unions had "whites only" clauses in their
cOnstitutions (see, e.g., Hill 1'977; Kesselman 1948; Ruchames 1553; U.S. A,

Congress 1963).

The prohibition of discrimanation in employment has made it more dif-
ficult to find evidence of discrimination recently; prudent employers and
union leaders do_not_publioly_announce that_they_arehreaking_the_law.

Evidence about discrimination is crucial in the debate over equal em-
ployment opportunity and affirma;ive action, however. If discrimination
against women and members of minority groups has become rare while reverse,
discrimination--discrimination against white men3--has become common, then
demands for more affirmative action may be unnecessary and may even be a
-cover for claims for special privilege. If discrimination against women
and members of minority groups remains rampant'while revelse discrimination
is rare, however, arguments against strong EEO enforcement lose much of their
force.

What is the evidence? There is growing evidence thatodiscrimination
against women and members of minority groups has declined (Dorn 1979, ch. 5;
Lipset 1979, pp. xxxi-xxxii; Ratner 1980a). But how much has it declined?



How.pervasive is it now? Here measurement problems allow plenty of room for

disagreement.

How can di,scrimination be measured? There are at least four ways. The
firgt would be Eo ask employers; unions leaders and, others in a position to

'discriminate whether they do so. This approach is likely to produce under-

estimates of the true prevalence of discrimination, for obvious reasons, and

has not been t,riedr4 -,

A second way to gauge the prevalence of discrimination is to see how often
people complain about it to the government. The number of complaints filed
with the Equal,Employment Opportunity Commission, which has been responsib1e_.---.7

for enforcitng most cases under T P e 7 of the Civil Rights Act of 19640 has
1.14

risen steadily'since the law was p ed, and,the number of court oases and

actions takeh by other government agencies haVW risen as well (Benokraitis
and Feagin 1978; Welch 1981)- It is probably safe to say that by now a sig-
nificant number of complaints have been filed against most major American
eorporations, unions, and government agencies.

However, the precise meaning of the rising trend in comzlaints and court ,

judgments of discrimination is open to dispute. There are reasons to think l
that the numbeeof complaints overestimates the nmbunt of discrimination (some
complaints will be dismissed as groundless, after all); but there are also
reasons-to think that the number of complaints underestimates the ambunt of

discrimination (people aie not always aware they have been discriminated #
Y
against, they may be afraid to complain orothink it useless, etc.). But

the trends provide little basis for concluding that discrithination is declining,
much less that it has almost disappeared.

k- .

A third way to gauge the prevalence of discrimination would be to ask
workers whether theyhave been discriminated against. This, approach might

produce overestimates of the "true" frequency of discrimination (though it
might not', since much discrimination can take plae without ihe victim being
aware of it, as when he or she is told no jobs axe'available, when in'fact

there are), but would be worth trying. Vgry little data of this type has been
coAlected, and none thatcan be used to tiAce changes over time, but what is
available-shows that depending on-the group polled) from 20 to 80 percent-of
women and blacks believe they have been discriminated against or must perform
better than white men to get ahead.5

The fourth way to measure discrimination is the least satisfactory and 1)

the most frequently used. This is to compare certain outcomes which may be

affected by discrimination--white and black incomes, for example--and to
-attribute part or all of the difference to discrimination. This is the method

used in most sociological and economic studies of labor market discrimination
(see, e.g.; Featherman and Hauser 1976 ), in many court cases, and by at

least some opponents of affirmative action in their eforts to show that
discrimination has declined. Nathan Glazer, for example, cites convergence in

white and black incomes, and-changes inplacks' occupational distribution, as
evidence that discrimination has declined (Grazer 1278, ch. 2, especially
pp. 41-43, 72). Unfortunately, as'everyone knows, this approach dtilizes no
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data on discrimination itself. Instead, it assumes that some of Ehe income
difference between groups which, is not due to standard measures of productivity %

(such as education and'experience) or relevant demographic differences (such
as age or region of the country) must be due to discrimination., This is
plausible, but it is just ,a hypothesis, no.more supported by data in the
studies thaa the hypotheses that Elie income differences are duc to differences
in group levels of ambition, prefereves for different kinds of jobs, or even
innate capacities (sse Gwartney and Stroup 1973).

Thus, discrimination has declined, but it is hard to say how much, and
it would certainly 6e stretching the data a great deal to conclude that em-
ployment discrimination is largely a thing of the past.

-4P

What about reverse discrimination? Have the evils of discrimination been
supplemented by the evils of reverse discrimination? ,Seeking the same kind
of evidence as above, we can say again that we,have no sjstematically'collected
evidence from employers. There have been some complaints of reverse discrimina-
tion to goverpment agencies and some well-known court cases, but they amount to
a handful compared to complaints alleging'discrimination against women and
minorities (Burstein 1979; p. 389). White men are strongly'opposed to reverse
discrimination (as almost everyone is; Lipset andSchneider 1978), but, oddly
enough given the interest the ithsue has aroused, no national poll data on
personal experiences with it have been published. A few studies provide
evidence that some white men believe they have been discriminated against oI
may have their careers affected by affirmative action, but the proportions are
always substantially smaller than the proportion of women and blacks who feel '

discriminated against (Hopkins 1980; Fernandez 1981, p. 118). And, if
statistical studies of income determination may be used as evidence, such
studies would show, if reverse discrimination were widespread, that blacks
were starting to earn more than comparably qualified whites, and women more
than comparably qualified men. But among hUndreds of published studies, I
have been able to discover only ohe providing evidence consistent with the
exiAtence,of significant reverse discrimination--Thomas Sowell's study of
academic salaries (1976). There is no statistical evidence of reverse dis-
crimination in the labor force as a whole.

Thus,,whert 'evidence for-the existence-of reverse'discrimination-parallel
to the evidence for "ordinary" discrimination is sought, little is found.
Instead, claims that reverse discrimination cis widespread are based on other
kinds of evidence, primarily anecdotal and documentary. '

Because of the power of human interest stories and colorful anecdotes,
articles about reverse discrimination and even ordinary affirmative action
often begin wit.h horror stories describing the evils and absurdities stemming
from particular instances of its application--business deal disrupted
("Firms are Disrupted by Wave of Pregnancy at Manager,tevell 1981), firms
forced into absurd behavior by nit-picking federal bureaucrats (Sawyer 1981b),
the disruption of decent working relationships in federal agencies (Reed 1981),
theautonomy of local governments destroyed (Glazer 1978, p. ix; see also
"The New.Bias on Hiring Rufes: 1981; "It's the Thought That Matters" 1981).
Such stories, if taken at face value, very effectively make the point that



'EEO or affirmative action programs can lead to injuitice or ifiefficiency.,,N

Anecdotes may be rhetorically effective, but they are not systemafic
evidence, because there fs no reason Co think that the stories are repre-
sentative of the general run of relevant events. Thus, for examples the
Wall Street Journal turned a few stories about female middle managers
becoming pregnant into,a page-one article, "Firms are Disrupted by Wave
of Pregnancy at the Manager Level" (1981), implying that the pregnancies
were doing widespread'harm to corporations--the price to be paid for making
women managers. A bit of demographic follow-up analys,is Ln theyashington
Post shoWed, however, that only a tiny proportion of female managers had
gotten pregnant, and that even if every woman in her thirties who tad gotten
pregnant had been a middle manager,"the piOportion of managers affected would
have beeneinfinitesimal (Mann 1981). Reporting five,stories about purpor-
tedly negative donsequences of affirmative action while ignoring the
possibiility that there may be a thousand equally compelling stories about
discrimination'against women and minorities may be clever politics and accept-
able journalism, but it is'bad reporting of the state of the wnrld (also
see Abramson 1977).

a

Many writers realize that anecdotes are not enough, so they also provide
documentary evidence of the pervasivieness of reverse discrimination, focus-
ingb particularly on federal monitoring of compliance and demands for affirm-
ative action plans which include goals and timetables for the employment of
women and members of minority groups (Glazer 1978, Ch. 2, for example).
But everyone familiar with how government woAs realizes that the completion
of affirmative action plans and the filing of reports is evidence only of
the completion of plans and the filing of reports. Whether this leads to
any change in employment practices, much less reverse discrimination, is a
moot point. In fact°, there is considerable evidence that companies resis-
ted reporting requirements for years, that-many are very successful at foot-
dragging, and that whatever the state of companies' affirmative action plans,
the federal government rarely cuts off contracts or does anything else of
consequence to companies whose EEO progress is slow. Thus, during the first
16 years of the federal contract compliance program, which requires com-
panies with federal contracts to have affirmative action plans, the total
number of contract cutoffs was 27--this during a time, in which hundreds of,
major comPanies Were shown in court to have discriminated in employment
("The New Bias,on Hiring Rules" 1981). There is no doltt that the federal
government is requiring lot's of annoying and possibly'expensive paperwork.

',But the evidence that this has led to the establishement of goals, quotas,
or reverse discrimination, in any practical sense, is far'from overwhelming
(see also Benokraitis and Feogin 1978;Abramson 1979; cf. "Looking Backward"
1981). '

Thus, discrimination against women and members of minority groups.has
declined, but it is almost certainly still common. There have no doubt been
cases of reverse discrimination, but there is no evidence that is wide-
spread. Difficulties in gathering evidence-about discrimination make it
impossible to be any more definitive now. 4There are enough ambiguities in
data and stories of reverse discrimination to make concern about reverse
discrimination understandable. But why such intensity of concern? I think
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that there are four basic types of reasons-,-those related to distributive
justice, income, power, and social perceptions.

REVERSE DISCRIMINATION: AMBIGUOUS DATA ANDINTENSE CONCERN

Distributive Justice (or, What Happened to Merit?)

One of the most fundamental and frequently voiced objection's to affirma-

.
tive action is that it weakenS tke merit principle through court decisions
and affirmative action, guidelines which promisesrewards on the basis of race
or gender rather than talent,,effort, or productivity. This alleged attack:

on the merit principle runs tmunter to basic American values, the norms of
universalism and achievement, and fundamental.principles of fairness and
distributive justice.

tecause most Americans (including most blacks and women) favor tho
merit principle-(Lipset and Schneider 1978), awattack on, it would be a

serious mattereindeed. But how well does dle "merit principle" work in

*practice? As everyone who has worked in an'organization or read the organi-
zational literature knows, the process of hiring, promoting, and rewarding
employees involves (like other organizational processes) a lot of satis-
acing behavior--using rules of thumb, crude indicators of,productiyity to
make decisions, testing and selection procedures whtch even personnel
psychologists eclat are Imperfect, etc., as well as a certain ariount of
office politics, the hiring of friends and relatives, and even a certain
degree of capriciousness (see, e.g., Granovette 1974; Kanter 1977; Thurow
1975; Homans 1974, p. 231). In a general way, organizations are concerned
with merit, but merit is hard to measure (so hard, in fact, that neither
sociologists nor economists measure it in their studies pf the iabor force).

Because merit is so difficult to gauge,1and ,because small differences in
merit probably make no significant differenCe in performance, at leas03in
any predictable way, most hiring decisions are only partly constrained by
merit considerations.

American courts and administrative agencies have been forced to take

note of this fact when considering EEO cases. Again and again it has

been shown that major corporations, _government agencies, and unions make
employment decisions in ways only loosely tied to merit. They require

types or amounts of education irrelevant to job performance, give tests which
cannot be shownto predict performance, exclude whole'categories of people
from jobs (women from skilled manual jobs; for instance) for reasons having
nothing, to do with individual merit or business efficiency, make employment

, decisions on the basis of judgments about people's personal lives rather'
than about performance, and use sydtems of tests and promotion rules originallyt, *
designed to make blacks, women, or members of other groups* look bad (see, e.g.,
Schlei and Grossman 1976, 1979; Rosenbloom 1977;*Gould 1981). Over and over,

the courts and EEO enforcement agencies have concluded that employers allow
many factors other than merit to influence employment outcomes.

Some critics of the courts and agencies will object at this point,
claiming that the systems being thrown out are*in fact merit systems, and

7

t.
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that the courts ana agencies use-tortured logic and ideology bo argue that

thay are not.- This is partly a maeter'of interpretatidn. I think that a

fair reading of the cases Wal cOnvincesone that most of them are not

subtle and dd not involve tortured logic.: The courts and agencies are
simply discoverinewhat many economists, sociologists and personnel psy-.
chologlsts have long known--that merit,is difficult to ascetain and that
many other factors are typically used In making employment decisions. The '

courts have concluded that, legally, employers can make employment decisions

any way they choose, so long as their procedures have no disproportionately

negative impact on women or members of minority grolips. If the procedures

do have such a negative impact, then the employers must show th'at the9 are

based on merit as most people would intuitivdly define it. -It is hard to

see how any of this represents an attack an the merit principle as it

actually operates (Schlei and Grossm'an 1976, 1979).

There.is another way ln which affirmative action has been seen as unjust,

however. Phen an employer has been found to have illegally discriininated,
it may be 'iequired to compensate members of the victim group in some way;
including hiring or promoeing according to a quota. This maY deprive mem-

bers of a different grouP of jobs for which they are qualified; they suffer,
not becaus'e of-anything they have d'one, but because.of something the em-

ploier had done. This seems unfair. For example, a police department which
had discriminated against Hispanics may have to fill half of its next 50

openings with Hispanic applicants, thereby depriving-,some Anglo applicants

who might arguably be more highly qualified.

5

There is no doubt that this involves sOme unfairness. Yet the two most

obvious alternative ways to react to a finding of discrimination contain
elements of unfairness too. If those who had been discriminated against
were given the actual jobs they had been deprived of, the present holders. ,

of the jobs--who had not themselves discriminated but simply taken advantage

of the employer's actions--would lose them. If,those who had been discrimina-

ted against geE nothing more from the employer than the right to.compete on
an.eclual footing, they are left utterly uncompensated for the deprivations
they had suffered, and the employer essentially goeg unpunished. A deb.ate

over the relative,degrees of unfairness involved in each alternative is

certainly possible, 4)ut, in.a situation wheret.somebody suffers no matter
what coursof action is chosen, the presently utilized middle way is not
conspicuously more unfair than the'alternatives.6

There is another way in Which ideas about distributive justice may
influence evaluations of labor market processes, however. Homans and

o-hers have pointed out that people tend to assume, in the absence of cleat
evidence to the contrary, that anipresent distribution of rewards must have
come about through a iair procedure--"whatever is, is always on the way

to becoming right" (Homans 1974, p. 263; see also Lerner et al. 1976; Cook

1975). Many people are likely to reason backwards, from rewards to merit,
and conclude that, becduse kacks", women, and Members of other groups are

so poorly rewarded, therefore they must be incompetent. And this "knowledge"

will affect how group members are evaluated subsequently, reduce their
future employment opportunities, and serve to justify the initial reasoning

to
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(Thurow 1975; 'Blamer et al% 1974). Those who favor fairness in the labor

market musi.takeintoaccount the ppssibility that notions of justice, as

conventionally arrived ht, may work _a_g_alst truly fait treatment,

1 'Income.
,
A second important factor affecting attitudes toward EEO and affirmative

action is their likely.impact on people's incomes. Valle many of those who

write about affirmative actionhave secure positions in llfe such. as tenured

positions.in universitiqs5many people are not sofortunate./ Both theoreti5ar

and empirical studies consistently show that whites gain econoffiicallyifrom

discrimination against blacks, and men gain econdmically from discrimination

against-women (Villemv 1977). Theiefore, etiull treatment in the later

market,--not special pxivileges or reverse discrimination--will harm a lot of

people, mostly less competent white men who find themselves having to com-

pete with women and members of minority groups. They (and their wive§ in

%-spme oases) maY' have a good'deal to lAe if discrimination enas and 40
becomes the..norm. °For those who realize that they face a threat from women

or minority gidup members more competent than they, resistance to EEO makes

sense.

Although this fear of equal compltition is sometimes mentioned by
.ordinary,citizens interviewed by journalists, we do not hear this argument

made too-often. There are probably two reasons for this. First, it is

difficult to organize around slogans 'call3ng explicitly for the protection

of the inept. It is much more politic to claim that reverse discriminatibn,

and not EEO, is the problem, so that one appears interested in principles

of fundamental fairness rather than simple economic selfTinterese.

Second, many of the lessscompdent Who are threatened by EEO will 4

sincerely.believe that they are not losing out on the basis of merit, but

that ehey are victims of reverse discrimination. If one believes, as thost

Americans do, that past rewards were deserved, then one "knows" that wothen "

and members of minority groups cannot be very competent. Thefefore, one is

likely to concldde that.losing a job, piomotion, ar raise in6a contest with

such a person could not;have been.the result of a fair procedure, and that

the reason must have been rgverse diserimination.8

Those who gained.from past discrimination can be expected to attack

affirmative action and reverse discrimination. 'This Would be.true even if p

no reverse discrimination ever took place.

Power and Legitimacy

A

Concerns aboue power and 7.egitimacy are relevant to affirmative action '

and EEO in at least three ways, The first and most frequently dicUssed is

the power the federal govetnment uses in its EEO activities--supervising
almost every-enterprise:of significant size in the country, requiring pe-.

riodic reports attesting to proper behOior, continually threatening lawsuits,

loss of federal contracts, or withdrawal of federal grants. iTo opponents

of EEO and affirmative action, this seemingly.ubiquitous federal activity.
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rdns counter to fundamental AmeriCan beliefs about the value of liberty and

the virtue of keeping government small.'

V
Thisobjection has to be taken very seriously. The EEO enforcement

apparatus does infringe un people't freedom. Tteprgument is strewhat more

balanced with regard to practical matters, however'. Like every public

policy, EEO policy was adopted in a process which balanced prospective benefits'

against prospective costs; the same balancing process continbes in songres-
sional debates about amending the laws and appropriating money for their

enforcemerit and in the decisions of the cburts and adminfstrative agencies.
Any government attempt to end discrimination, including a pqrely color- arid '

gender-blind EEO approach with no.affirmative action at all, would involve

some government intrusion intp people's lives in the interest of enforce-

merit, and some deprivation of liberty as people are required not to.,dis,

criminate. ThOse who favor EEO must, as a prattical matter, favor some

government 1..ntrusion into people's lives. Disagreements revolve arounds

kecisely how lihei.ty and eqU4lity'ire to be balanced. This is-a matter of

preferences att.(' polltics,%noe\principle.

% But thereas another way'in which power is invOlved'in the controversy' .

over EEO and affirmative actioh. In one of the first serious theoretical

works on employment dlscrimination, 4ary Becker sbowed (1971), very logically,

how economic rationality and the workings of-the market shOuld lead to the

diiappearence of:disCtimination against blacks in employment. Unfortunely

for blacks and for the Oeory, discrimination did not disappear. I would

argue that this was at lesst partly becalise emp;pyers are not only prejudiced

(they have a "taste for discrimination," as' Becker puts it), but they also
have the power to act on this prejudice in the face of markfft forces (which

Becker.did not consider), gnd they want to continue doing so. Theft is

considerable evidence that employers devote.much effort to maintaining control

of workers' Sehevior in ways that go beyond the requirements of production--
control of dress, demeanor, political attitudes, ofg-prelhise activities,
etc. (Collins 1971; 1975, ch. 6;Parkin 1971, Ch. 2). And employers resist

ssly.at attempt tO reduce tfleir power, inclUding attempts by unions to influence
-

working conditions and efforts by government to establish maximum hout's,

gafeworking conditions, or other rules governing the workplace.

However arbitrat-ily employe'rs use their power, we might say they have

the right to do so. ,As a praglical matter, however, the liberty whidh

some individuals would gain (or get pack) if government affirmative'action

activities were reduced would be.used to reduce the liberty of blacks, women4
and) others--to cieny them the possibility of working where they may make

best use of their capacities and earn what they ate worth. One tday oppose

the expansion of government powur implied by EEO.laws, but sill consider
this a lesser evil than thp consequences of the exercise of private power
"Which is the likely alternative.

1tThe enforcement of EEO laws may also affect the legitimacy-of major

institutions. The public discussion of the labor market which.it forces

upon people has the Same effect ab public discussion of other institutions.

It aggregates thousands Of individual decisions and publicizes the patterns

.

49.
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discovered, makes obvious the weak justification for many established pro-
cedures, highlights the political aspects of major institutions, and pro-
vides the opportunity for those formerly ex'luded from power to have some N

say in subsequent discussions. Thud, just cl.) the nationalization nf some
health care costs helped set the stage for an element of public rather than

. private decision-making about the efficacy of medical procedurls, access to
hospitals, fee getting, hospital expansion and quality control, so EEO laws

' have led to public, scrutiny of labor market decisions and haw helped
document the pervasiveness of discrimination, the frequently ad hoc nature
of hiring decisions, and the use of social and political power to reward
some social groups and punish others. This is bound to make many people..

Antothfortable. ,The claim by employers, union leade , and others that they
wopld hire or promote members uf minority groups, if nly they could find
some who were qualified, loses much of its force when t becomes obvious
that hlring and promotion proceed to a considerable degree through unman-
dated tests, decisions of front line supervisors based upon unwritten cri-
teria, friendship, and nepotism. The comforting belief most people have
that they have risen through merit is challenged by accusations that it is
easy to win a contest from which a high proportion Of potential contestants
have been excluded because 9f non-merit elated attributes. Public scrutiay
of employment procedures leads to a great deal of embarrassment which many
people would rather avoid:

Social Perceptions

The final set of possible reasons foi the intensit ff concern over

affirmative action involves social perceptiohs of the labor market, beyond
those associated with the beliefs about digtributive Sustice and public,
discussions of the labor market already mentioned. These include perceptions
of personnel decisions and rates Of change in the labor market.

Personnel decisions. As noted above, many people who see a white man
losing a job, promOtion, etc., to a'woman or members of a minority group
are likely to assume that this 'outcome must have.been the result of reverse
digtrimination. It seems xeasonable to suggest that perceptions of the
prevalence of reverse discrimination may be heightened even more by personnel
officers or.supervisors who hini or state to people they reject that affirma-
tive action requirements are the reason, even when this is not SD (Benokraitis
and Feagin 1978, p. 185). In sqme cases, it will be easier to tell a person
ne is being turned down for reasons imposed by others than to say that the
reason is relative lack of merit. In other cases, those opposed to EEO may
spread such stories in order.to increase resistance to it. ,Because potential
victims of reVerse discrimination are so sensitive to the possibility of its
occurrence, reports of each alleged incident will be widely discussed; each
perceived incident, whether it was an actual incident of reverse discrimina-
tion or not, will be heard about by many people. Thus, perceptions of the
freqUency of reverse discrimination will probably exceed the actual frequency
by whole orders of magnitude.

Visibility of change. Finally the effects of changes in employment practices--
whether due to EEO, affirmative action, or reverse discrimination--are
likqyAo be much more visible than their aggregate impact warrants.

13
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Everyone tends to notice change, and the few women and members of minority
groups enteiing new jobs are likely to be extremely visible. The hiring
of five female coal miners, for example,A.s likely to extite far more
comment than the hiring of a thousand males, and the women's performance
is likely to come under closer scrutiny, too. It is almost inevitable
that many people will have a greatly exaggerated impression of the amount
of change in the labor market.

Thus, there are many reasons to expect intense objections to EEu law
enforcement, quite apart from the dangers of reverse discrimination. EEO
will harm the less competent beneficiaries of previous employment practices,
upset conventional beliefs about previous employment practices and threaten
people's beliefs about their own route to success, question the power of
employers, and lead to exaggerated perceptions of change. A number of social
and psychological factors, some tied to EEO and others related to it only by-
ocircumstance, almost guarantee that reports of reverse discrimination will
be greatly exaggerated.

Yet, deapite all of this, it is hard to believe that affirmativ& action
has had little effect or that reverse discrimination is rare. It is hard
to believe this because our personal experiences as social scientists, par-
ticularly in universities,seem to- tell us otherwise. Most of us know better
than to'assume our personal experientes aie representative, but at the same
time, they cannot be dismissed completely. And it seems to be an almost
universal belief (among white men, anyway) that affirmative action is hav-
ing a major impact on universities, and that reverse discrimination is not
uncommon.

How can we be mistaken?

. SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Social scientists are, of course, likely to be subject to the same
insecurities and misperceptions as everyone else. Beyond that, however,
I think that there are several characteristics of universities which make
professors ununsually likely to believe affirmative action is having an
impact and that reverse discrimination is common. First, because universities
.are generally extremely decentralized, with internal decisions relatively
little subject to market forces, faculty employment criteria can be quite
arbitrary. When part of the university commtiniy favors change in employ-
ment criteria or procedures, such changes are relatively easy to begin
(Sowell 1975, Ch. 6). Thus, when anti-Semitism was.popular, some of the
foremost 4emerican universities were anti-Semitic; when it became unpopular,
they stopped. When it was all right to exclude blacks, blacks were excluded;
when ideological trends shifted, blacks were,brought in (see, e.g., Synott
1979). All of this is reldtively easy to bring about because professors in
most departments do not depend on one another in any crucial way, so the
production of teaching and scholarship can go on even as new types of people
are admitted or excluded. Affirmative action and even reverse discrimination
can enterthe precincts of universities more easily than those of many other
types of employers.
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Second, in unlversities far more than in most businesses, a large
proportion of the employees-are involved in hiring dedisions. The collegial
approach of having many faculty in a department involved in hiring and
promotion decisions means that everyone will be active in dfscus,sidg em-
ployment criteria. This could mean everyone's perceptions of the procedures
will be%ighly accurate. It seems more likely, however, that widespread
involvement will lead to a high favel of emotional involvement and-the
promulgation of more reports of the alleged'impact oi affirmative action.

Third, most academics have always done well on the-sorts of aptitude
and achievement tests whose validity is often called into question in EEO
cases. Despite increasing evidence that such tests were originally designed
and used with racist and sexist goals in mind (Gould 1981), it is hard to
accept attacks on something which has probably played a role in the success
of many of us.

Finally, professors may feel unusually vulverable to affirmative action
programs because they are in fact vulnerable, if the logic of many EEO cases
is carried through. Part of what EEO law is coming to require is that em-
ployers have validated criteria'for hiring and promotion'decisions, at least
where there is some evidence of discrimination. That is, it must be clear
what applicants have to do to be hired or promoted, and the criteria must
be shown to have a significant connection to the purposes of the business.
If there is one thing universities typically do not have, it is clear em-
ployment criteria related to university purposes. The teaching abilities of
candidates for hiring or promotion are often not evaluated at all, much less
evaluated according to clear criteria, especially in the mdre prestigious
universities. The criteria by which contributions to scholarship are evaluated
are not exactly precise, either. Of course, it is widely held that the
criteria involve subtle professional judgments not readily put on paper,
and that academic autonomy and freedom would be threatened by the demand
that criteria be made clear. Btat I would bess that in 99 il'ercent of cases,
the judgments are not at all subtle, and would also suggest that the dif-
ferences between "academic freedom" and "management prerogatives" may be
difficult for women and minority group members to detect. University
departments would be hard pressed to show that, rather than being subtle,
professional judgments are not often capricious and have the,effect, sometimes
intended and sometimes not, of discriminating against women ang members of
minority groups. I am not saying that one could not justify hiring Otis
Dudley Duncan rather than a new Ph.D. recipient who had never published
anything. But.in many cases it is likely that departments would find it*
extremely difficult to show why one person out of the top five or ten can-
didates was made an offer, rather than another. This lack of clear, agreed-
upon standards has been manifested recently, and ironically, at Harvard

-
University, where the faculty of the Department of Sociology found itself
so unable to agree on who to hire that the right to make offers was taken
out of the Department's hands by the University administration (Schumer 1981;
"Harvard tceName a Panel...." 1981).

As a matter of fact, though university faculties have reason to worry
about affirmative action being mpplied to them, there is little danger of its
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happening, at least in any consequential way. As Elizabeth Bartholet has
shown recently in the Harvard Law Review (1982), the federal courts seem-to 4
be fashioning two types of EEO case laW--one for blue collar and 2.ower level
white collar employment, where employment practices will be held up to
strict scrutiny, and one for professional and managerial positions, where
only extremely obvious abuses will be questioned.- It present trends con-
tinue, university faculties will not have to worry very uuch about reverse
discrimination.

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The gaps in our knowledge about EEO and affirmative action have im-
Portant implications for research in social stratification, other areas of
sociology, and public policy.

The implications for the study of social stratification are obvious and
cruCial: The public record now shows clearly how little we know about
variables which are of c&ltral concern in theories of stratification, EEO
cases, and common sense ideas about the labor market, including merit, skill,
productivity, hard work, and discrimination. Such variables are simply
not included in most of our studies.

Are rewards associated wifh achievement or ascription? We can say a
good deal about ascription, but preciond little about achievement (on this
point, see Schuman et al. 1981). Originally there were good reasons for not
considering what goes into achievement--talent is hard to measure, character
traits are intangible, education is a (barely) tolerable measure of prof.
ductivity--but we have gotten so comfortable in standard ways of doing re-
search thaCit may require some public embarrassment to get us back to the
study,of-what,leads to achievement.

Similarly, scores of statistical studies of labor market discrimination
are published every year, yet in almost every one of them, discrimination
is a residual cate,gory, its existence inferred from unexplained variance.
Discrimination, like merit, is difficult to conceptualize and measure, but
the difficulty must be faced.

There are two trends in the social sciences which make this a good time
to redirect our empirical work taward the study of these.relatively ne-
glected variables. First,is the collection of a large body of data on the
public record, in court and agency cases, aboUt what merit, achievement,
and similar concepts mean in work settings. Lawyers and their social science
consultants have alreadY *begun to consider how this Aata may,be used to analyze
labor market. processes. S. -nd is the recent trend in sociology toward
disaggregated stratification studies, moving from.national level studies to. ,

- the analysis of industries, firms, and even indiyidual personnel records
(Baron and Bielby 1982; Rosenbaum 1979J. Spilerman 1977). 'A logical ne4t
step in such tudies would be to.see what company records have to say about
1./hat really goes into employee evaluation.

Another implicatiowfor research stems from the increasing.part played

4.
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bY women in the fight for EEO. Nearly all the congressional debate on EEO,
initial agency and court attention, and early academic studies focused on
blacks. This situation is changing, as an increasing part of the courtand
agency caseload.and somewhat more studies of EEO consider women (Beller
1982; Burstein 1979). But a focus on women points,up yet other weaknesses .

in our models of stratification and our -Ways of measuring intergroup dif-
ferenoes in income. Most studies of EEO ignore the roles played by labor
force participation, unemployment, and training in determining intergroup
income-differences, while studies of labor force activities ignore EEO
(Dorn 1979, Ch. 2, 4; Burstein 1979). It is timp for synthesis.

There are s;me moremundane implications for research as well. As
noted above, poliing orgahizations have asked people what they think about
discrimination, affirmative action, and reverse discrimination. But we have
little poll data on the actual incidence of discrimination as perceived by
those who feel themselves its victims, nor do we have data on experiences
'with affirmative action programs. It should be possible to get some.

Finally, we need to flevelop forMal models for predicting the effects of
EEO, so that we can know what to expect under varying conditions, given our
knowledge of stratification and of legal an&political circumstances. Some
work by Shelby Stewman and others is moving in this direction at the
organizational level, but more is needed. Without knowing what to expect,
we have a difficult time evaluating the rates of change we see.

Sociologists who study stratification often claim to be studying the
"rules" by which society distributes rewards. Federal courts and adminis-
trative agencies are now also gtudying such "rules," and are also, in
appropriate cirCumstances, trying to establish real rules--without the
quoteswith the force of law. By taking this type of rulermaking
seriously, sociologists could make real gains in theoretical and empirical
undergtanding of sEratificafion while also contributing to public debate
about a crucial issue. If sociologists fail to.take advantage of this
opportunity, the disCipline will lose a chance to improve itself, while
public debate will be left-to rhetdric and anecdofe.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY

EEO laws-and executive orders appear to heighten social and political
tensions in the United States.without greatly reducing inequality (Sowell
1981; Butler and Heckman,1977; Burstein 1979). This situation is a political
puzzle because it seems to be id no one's interest--neither that of women-
and members of minority groups who want to minimize antagonism to their
progress, not that of white men who feel subject to judicial and bureaucratic
onslaughts. A situation in no one's interest is likely to chaiige... The ques-
tion is this: given the goal of equal opportunity, is this tension-filled
situation the best of all possible worlds, or can the law be changeein ways
which would.lead more effectively to EEO while avoiding the dangers of special,
privilege and 'bureaucratic aggrandizement?

1
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It is important to begin with a crucial point; much of the present tension

and hostility would be associated with any government EEO policy, because

important interests are really in conflict. Women andmembers of minority

groups want to do better economically, but their doing so is bound to hurt

other people. In addition,.employers arid union leaders will resist threats to

their power, including their power to discriminate, no matter what the source

of the threat or the details. No amount of tinkering with the law will

eliminate thiá clash of,interests.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to ask whether the tension level could

be reduced, the-effectiveness of the law increased, or both, for those %/Flo

really want EEO without specialprivilege.

Unfortunately, an examination of past debates and present proposals does

not provide much help. Although the process leading to the adoption of the

present federal EEO law took oCer 30 years, almostiall of\ the public'debate

revolved around the wisdom of adopting a particular type\of EEO bill, and very

few alternative ideas were'proposed (Burstein and MacLeod 1980). The EEO

laws of other nations tend etther to diaw on U.S. law or to depend on insti-

tutional medhanisms not available in this country (Ratner,1980b). Businessmen

and others critical of the law have generally,managed only to complain and to

propose weaker enforcement, leaving the development of better alternatives to

others (e.g., "The New B.Las on Hiring Rules;" Pear 1981). Women's organizations

have been trying to get a hearing for the doctrine of equal Oay for work of
.

equal value, in which the pay for stereotypically women's.jobs (such as nurse)

womld be raised to the pay level for men's jobs requiring comparable training

and experience, but have made little headway.9 The number cf new ideas around

is small.

Several things could be done within the context of the present law to

reduce hostility to enforcement without reducing 'sffectiveness, however. First,

it is very important for federal agencies po be firm and consistent in en-

forcement. Businesses value a stable environment so much that-the sometimes

act as if they would prefer strong but stable EEO enforcement td enfo:cement

that was weaker but unpredictable (Greenberger 1982). This poitit does not

.seem to be completely understood by the Reagan administration.

Second, it makes sense to think about how the enforcement agencies (par-

ticularly the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) should direct their

resources. The trend in the late 1970s toward concentrating on systemic

discrimination (or class action cases) rather than individual complaints was

a step in the right direction, but aroused hostility when it seemed to lead

to timetables for compliance in very small organizationl units within em-

ployers or firms,(Sowell 1976): It-might be worthwhile to focus initial moni-

toring efforts on the relatille wages and unemployment rates of different

groups within industries and professions in entire labor markets (such as

SMSAs), rather than on specific organizational units or even firms. This

would focus attention on a matter of ultimate concern, the economic-situation

of women and minorities, while givieg both them and employers makiminn

'flexibility in determining how the move toward economic equality would come

about. All employers-in an area would hre a comton interest in the economic

.
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advance of women and minorities, while those in an area that did relatively
poorly would all suffer thd risk of coming under strict agency scrutiny.

Third, the results orientation in EEO enforcement, which has so often
been the target of criticism, might usefully be emphasized further. As has
often been noted (e.g., Ratner 1980a, p. 41), enforcement'agencies and those
who study EEO tend to focus on the results of labor market processes, such
as income, rather than on the processes themselves, even though EEO laws
Ostensibly address themselves to process tather than result. This is because
it is much easier.to get valid data on results. This shift in focus has been
described as a perversion of the law, but could have positive consgquences.
Part of,the problem with EEO laws, many claim, is'the close supervision of,
employers by federal agencies which demand vast amounts of paperwork and
interfere with employers' autonomy.' It is even said that some employers resort
to quota systems, knowing that if their EEO results are satisfactory, they
will not be held accountable for justifying their employment processes. If
such quotas lead to no loss of business efficiency, then presumably qualified
people are being hired, and no one should object. If quotas sometimes lead
to reduced efficiency, presumably employers will try to overcome this by
hiring the best qualified or devising other ways to maintain efficiency while
increasing their representation of women and minorities. The strategy of
having the gdvernment Specify ends, but letting business choose the means, is
favored now by many people for a variety of aspects of government,regulation.
A results-oriented might give some autonomy back to employers without hurting
tbe economic prospects of'women and minorities.

To increase the effectivenesth of the law, though possibly at the
cost of increased hostility, 'a critical next step is to get women and

members ofminority.groups into positions orauthority in the workplace. The
easy victories have been won--it has been accepted now, at least in principle,
that women can be electricians and blacks can be long distance truck drivers.
What is less clear is that developing legal doctrines will enable women or
members of minority groups to"gain access to positions of real consequence
(Bartholet 1982). Yet the lack of such access has reduced their incomes
(Wolf and Fligstein 1979; Kltegel 1978) and renders all previous gains pre-
carious. There is no guarantee that the situation ofkblacks or women will
improve in the future; the circumstances of boar groups have deteriorated.in
the past when their power position weakened (Hill 1977; Chafe 1977, ch. 2).
Thus, much effort must be devoted to the development of legal doctrines and
politidal power that will make possible a rise to positions of ecohomic power
and influence.

Finally, it must be rioted that much of mhat is important to EEO takes
plade outside the domain of EEO'law,*at least as hat law is defined in the
United States (Ratner 1980b). The labor force situation of women (and,
uliimately, of everyohe) depends upon many things not now seen as related to
discrimination,'including flexible hoursthe availability Of.child.-..care, how
the,.tax laws treat two-:earner faimilies; the division of labor within the
household, etc. Thinking about labor Markets has inevitably led to thinking
about family life, male-female relafions, the legal treatment of women generally,
and other broad issues. This process is a threat to some and a much-desired ,

challenge to others, but its implications are likely.to form a'substantial .

part of ihd political agenda.for the next few years.



CONCLUSIONS

The conflict over EEO, affirmative action, and werse discrimination
has many sources. Much of it is probably unavoidable in any society in which
equal opportunity is, a vial but not a reality, because many peopleyill suffer
economic losses as the goal of equal opportunity is approached, and many
others will think quite sincerely that reverse discrimination is pervasive
even when it is not. Social scientists (or at least white male social
scientists). seem no less hostile to EEO than members of other groups, at
least part/y because our social position renders us unusually vulnerable
to misperceptions and threats of loss.

At the same time, however, those opposed to affirmative action have
legitimate concerns. Auotas based on ascribed characteristics seem inherently
unfair, and the enshrinvnent of ethnic and racial groups in the American legal,
system could have serious consequentes (Glazer 1978). But arguments about
quotas and ethnic and racial groups must be put in context. There have
always been quotas in American educational and economic institutions (often,
the quota was zero blacks and wamen). The legal recognitiOn of racial
groups has.a history as long as the country's, an4 the organization of social
life and distribution Of economic rewards.on an ethnic basis has a long (if
not quite so legally enshrined) history as well. It is reasonable to be con-
cerned about where contemporary manifestations of conflict will /ead, but it
is also necessary to avoid what the Supreme Court has called the "parade of
imaginary horriblea." The solution of some old problems May lead to the
development of somenew ones, but this doesnot foretell future catastrophe.
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Footnotes

income data for 1979 are in U.S. Bureau of the Census 1981, pp. 405,

444.. The proportions have changed little' since then.

When women were asked by the Gallup poll in late 1976, "Do qou think

that women in the United States have equal job opportunities with men, or

not?" forty-six perCent said no (Gallup 1977, p. 942). When blacks were

asked in July, 1978, "In,general, do you think Blacks have as good a chance

. as wUte people in your community to get any kind of job for which they.

are qualified, or aon't you think they have as good a chance?" fifty-three

percent answered that their chances were not as good (Gallup 1978, p. 220).

4

3"Reverse discrimination" is commonly understoOd to mean discrimination

48aipst white men. It.never means discrimination against Hispanic men, how-
,

ever, almost all of whom are white, What is really meant is discrimination

against "Anglo". men, but in many parts of the country the term "Anglo" is

not in daily use. In this paper,' "reverse discrimination" will mean dis-

crimination against majority or dominant iroup %embers. Problems with

naming racial and ethnic groups have been discussed elsewhere.

Employers do admit discriminating when they can do so anonymously,

however. The Wall Street Journal reports, for example, that "Recruiters

day,prejudice apainst Jews and ethnic groups still prevailsiin many

comp'is, especially in smaller communities. 1Sometimes, people never
4

get beyond t1e names,' one recruiter observes" (Rickiefs 1979).
,

--\

5
See footnot 2 and Hopkins 1980; Fernandez 1981, pp. 37, 95. In the

, Gallup poll cited in f tnote 2, even about half the men believe women don't
,
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have an equal chance, and a fifth 8f whites feel blacks don't have an equal

chance. Gallup did not ask about personal experiences of discrimination,

however.

6
See "Employment Discrimlnatioft and Title VII'of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964" (1971). Further complications are introduced into EEO cases by

the fact that it may not be the actual victims of discrimination who are

compensated. Because proven discrimination may have taken place a long time

before cases are decided and because itp victims may not have been aware

they were being discriminated against, it is often difficult to find or

even identify specific victims (though efforts are always made to do so).

In addition, the life situations Of some victims may have changed so that

they are not able to'take advantage of, for example, a years-overdue job ,

offer. It may be members of thevictim group other than these actually

injured who become the beneficiaries of legal action. This does not seem

entirely fair. At.the smile time, however, the reason victims axe often

difficult to find is the success discriminators had in keeping their illegal

actions secret. It seems wrong to let.them use4this success as arlbasis for

avoiding making c6mpensation:
N

7Note thatno one has seriously proposed opening up all jobs to com`,

petition on the basis of merit. Those who already have jobs get to 11.ep.

them no matter how they were obiained or what their level of competence is

competed to other Potential applicants (see "Employment Discrimination and

Title VII.:." 1971; Thurow 1975).

8Studies of minority group economic success often show that doMinant

group members, when faced with such success and their own relative failure,
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tend to conclude that the minority must have "cheated" in some way to get

where it did; see, for example, Bonacich and Modell 1980, Ch. 4.

9
Much work has been done on ascertaining the value of work independently

of market forces, but there is a lot of resistance to the results. Some
0

jurisdictions have,laws mandating equal pay for work of equal value, but

implementing them has proven very ditficult. See the essays by Marsden and

Remick in Ratner 1980b.
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